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1. Introduction 

As designers of the high energy aceelerators of the future* 
the first question we must ask is, 'What do the particle physi
cists want?* It is a fundament*] hut of nature that the cross 
sections for the production of interesting events in electron-
positron collisions in the TeV energy range tend to fall-off in
versely a* the square of the particle energy.1 The luminosity for 
two colliding beams, either in a storage ring or from a linear 
collider, !• defined w the event rate divided by the cross sec
tion. In order to keep the event rate at as acceptable level, the 
luminosity must therefore increase approximately as the square 
of the beam energy. In Table I the luminosities which follow 
this scaling are shown for four collider energies. The Erst row 
gives the energy and luminosity, at turn-on and after potential 
luminosity up-grades, for the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC). 
The next three rows give parameters for futuie and tar future 
linear colliders. The machines that have been suggested for 
more detailed parametric studies in general fall into the three 
energy and luminosity categories shown In the table. 

Table I. Present and Future High Ewwgy Linear Colliders 

Energy Luminosity Total Length (i llnacs) in km 
Per Linae ( e m - V " 1 ) G=20MV/m G»200MV/m 0 - 1 GV/m 

50 ClV 6 X ] 0 " - M 

350 0«V •10** 
1 - 1 J TeV 10» 
S TeV 10 s* 

5 
as 

100-150 
SOD 

0,5 
3.5 

10-15 
SO 

0.1 
0.7 
3-3 
10 

Numerous concepts, ranging from conventional to highly 
exotic, have been proposed for the acceleration of electrons and 
positrons to very high energies. For any such concept to he vi
able, it must be possible to produce from it a set of consistent 
parameters for one of these "benchmark* machines. In this pa
per our attention will be directed to the choice of parameters 
lor a collider In the 300 GeV energy range, operating at a gra
dient on the order of 200 MV/m, using X-band power souces to 
drive a conventional disk-loaded accelerating structure. These 
RF power sources, while not completely conventional,represent 
a reasonable extrapolation from present technology. 

The choice of linac parameters is strongly coupled to vari
ous beam-beam effects which lake place when the electron and 
positron bunches collide. We summarise these beam-beam ef
fect* in the next section, and then return to the W design of 
a 650 GeV center-of-mass collider. 

1. Summary of Beam Bosun Effects 
LUMINOSITY 

The luminosity for the collision of two gausslan bunches is 
given by 

li = N'f.Ho/MiA , (2.1) 

where tt is the number of particles per bunch, / , is the bunch 
collision rale, Ho Is the pinch enhancement factor due to 
disruption {see next section1 and A = o>,o, is the beam area. 
The area is in turn related to the normalized emlttance 
e» = tas «« (n, by 

« « ) , " / 7 (2-2) 
where 7 Is the ratio of electron energy to rest energy and (3J 
and 01 are the beta functions at the collision point. 

If a single hunch la accelerated during each liuu: pulse, then 
fr is also the linac repetition rate and the luminosity is the 
single bunch luminosity £1. The situation is more complex if, 
rather than single bunches, a train of b tvnehes 'a accelerated 
during each linac pulse. There are then several options for pro
ducing bunch collisions. Successive bunches can be switched 
to collide at different interaction point*, as shown at (a) in 
Fig. 1. The luminosity summed over all interaction regions b 
then £„„ = iCi- A second option Is to collide bunches at 
an angle o, as shown at (b) in Fig. 1, where a is less than 
the transverse to longitudinal aspect ratio o./oy. Only corre
sponding bunches in each of the two hunch train will collide. 
Noncorresponding bunches will miss each other, although if 
the collisions are Aighly disruptive bunches at the rear of the 
train will pass through debris from earlier collisions. For this 
optio.i the total luminosity at the single interaction point is 
tat = All- A third option is to collide a train of bunches head 
on as ahown at (c) in Fig. 1. There are 2b-l interaction points 
spaced a distance As/3 apart, where As is the bunch spacing. 
If the collhuans are sufficiently pondismptive, then the lumi
nosity summed over all Interaction point is £ a a n = oTi . The 
luminosity is different at each interaction point, the luminosity 
at the mth interaction point being given by 

tm = £ i x ( l v J . - . - * - ! , » . . - 1 . . . . 2 , 1 ) . 

If the collisions are highly disruptive, then the only effective 
collisions take place at the central interaction point, where 
Cut = Mi. 
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'Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
DE-AC03-76SKO0515. 

Fig. 1. Possible collision modes for bunch trains in 
a linear collider 
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DISRUPTION 

When an electron bunch collides with a positron bunch, 
the collective field from the particles In one beam acta like a 
lens to focua the particles in the opposing beam toward the 
axis. For particles near the the axis in a gaussian bunch, the 
focal length of this leas li «*/£, where cra is the bunch length 
and D la tin disruption parameter defined as 

Hen A » Oi«,, R - *>j/«* 2 1 it the aspect ratio and 
no = 2-83 x 1 0 - ' 1 cm is die classical electron radius. If the 
disruption parameter Is on the order of one the bunches pinch 
substantially as they pass through each other, reducing the 
effective transverse bunch area and enhancing the luminosity. 
Th' mhancement factor Ho has been computed from a sim
ulation by R. Hollebeek,5'' and ut shown in Fig. 2. For a flat 
beam (JZ » 1) one would expect the pinch enhancement to 
vary approximately at the square root of the enhancement for a 
round beam, a* shewn by the dashed line in Fig. 2. Agreement 
with simulation resorts is seen to be reasonable. For intermedi
ate values of £ an approximate analytic expression for HD{R) 
in terms of HD[R » 1) k> given in Ref. 4. 
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Fig. 3. Synchrotron radiation spectrum for a £ TeV elec
tron moving in a magnetic Bdd of SO MC. Dashed 
and solid lines show the difference between classical 
and quantum calculations. 

the area between the solid and dashed lines. Define a scaling 
parameter T by 
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Fig. 2. Pinch enhancement factor as a function of disruption 
parameter for round and flat beams. Points shown 
are simulation results from Kef. 3. 

BEAMSTRAHIUKO. 

An electron or puilron moving in the collective field of the 
oncoming beam emits synchrotron radiation, in this case called 
beamstrahhing. In classical synchrotron radiation, the power 
spectrum for the emission of photons of energy fti--
incrcues as uH* for photons of km energy to a peak near 
the critical energy at hu, = aKt'tB/tme. Above the criti
cal energy the spectrum i h * vli exponentially. By integrat
ing the power spectrum over all frequencies, the total rate at 
which energy is radiated is obtained as P — -r'flV As either 
energy or magnetic .Old strength b increased, the critical en
ergy will also increase until at some point hu, exceeds -WIM*. 
One photon at the critirat energy would then have to carry 
away more than the entire energy of the electron- A correct 
quantum calculation* shows, however, that the radiation spec
trum is suppressed tor nu > imc', as shown in Fig. 3. The 
total radiated power is reduced by an amount corresponding to 

where Bt = 4A x 10" C. In the duties) regime (T « I) 
the total radiated power Is proportions! to T' -* -j 2B ! , while 
for T >> 1 the power Is proportional to T'". In the quantum 
limit, the radiated puwsr it reduced compared to the clssaical 
radiation rate by the factor O.SSG T" <". This reduction [actor, 
J/T. U ploued u a function of T In Fig. 4. 

Fig.4. SeveraJusefulfvnctionsoftheqvantumbeamstrahlung 
parameter T 

The proceeding discussion was valid for a single election 
moving in a constant magnetic field. When two gaussian bunch
es collide, particles see a range of collective fields from tero on 
the axis to a maximum near one sigrna b> the transverse direc
tion. Using the power spectrum for classical synchrotron radi
ation, Bassetti and Gygl-Hanney* have calculated the average 
energy loss per particle, divided by the incident energy, to be 



where f | •= 0.22 i» a farm factor independent, to within a lew 
percent, of the aspect ratio R. 

Il is expected that the radiation will be significantly re
duced when single particle values far T at the position of max
imum transverse field in the opposing bunch are on the order 
of one. In a hreamstrehlung simulation, R. Noble7 has shewn 
that the reduction in energy loss per particle, averaged over the 
entire bunch, can be expressed by the single particle reduction 
factor Hi if an effective T, denoted by 7 , is defined in terms 
of the bunch parameters as 

firnit 
•>*«/* 

KJV [2R'/»] ,,, 
7T- [JTKJ *» &*) 

" is the Comptun electron wavelength 
0.43 is a form factor determined from 

Here is, » 3.86 x ID' 
divided by 2ir and ft 
the simulation. A factor K'J1 is included to take pinch en
hancement into account. Thus the beanutrahluag parameter 
for colliding gaussian bunches can be expressed as 

I - ttlHD rJT(Y) (2.7) 

where again a factor Ht> k included to take pinch into account. 

CENTER-OF-MASS RMS ENE3GY SPREAD 

For particle physics, the center-of-mui rms energy spread, 
aw, is of more importance then the average energy loss per 
electron calculated after the bunches have collided. The re
lation between i and eu/IW for gaussian bunches depends1 

only on T. In the classical limit ([ < 1) owlw m 0J24". 
while in the quantum limit | T > 1 ) owfW = 0.SS4'/ 1. These 
contrasting limit* on Civ /W arc a consequence of the strong 
variation in average number of photons. Up, emitted per elec
tron as a function of T. In the classical limit. Kr = 2.1 J/T, 
while in the quantum limit JVP = 3.9 S. Thus in the classical 
limit, au//lV = 0.12 for i — 0.30. For I = 0.30 in the quantum 
limit, however, Np • 1.1 l i d aiv/W = 0,30 (see Ref. 8). 

SUMMARY AMD COMBINED RELATIONS 

From Eqs. (2.1), (2.4) and (2.6) we note that £ i , I* and T 
all depend on K*/A. This makes it possible to combine these 
parameters in various useful ways. In Table II the beam-
beam parameters and tome of these combinations are writ-
ten in practical units. Of special importance are the func
tions tHr ~ SU,lt\)xn - A1'' SIN and VHr - E0S/at. 
These function are plotted in Fig. 4. Abo plotted is 
T^flf ~ P/A^D. 

A final beam parameter of interest is the beam power, 
Pt = -rme'iV/r. In the practical units of Table II, 

Pt(MW) - 1.6 x l O 3 l.V £ ) » / , } 

fpEbJiil'^Tg-rl 
D 

(2.1oa) 

(2.16a) 

Table JL Beam-Beam Exprwlona la Practical Units 

Eo (leV) v. (una) H (10»") 
r,(10»/em»/s«) Afjur,)' / r(Hs) 

£, = «,0xl0-» l^'/t^PJ 

Z> = 1.41,10-" {!&) [&) 

T*r-»« iO-{^f ) [^j ] 

f/JV - «xlO-« { f4} 

(2.1) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2.1 U) 

(211b) 

(2.12) 

I 2 U ) 

(2.H) 

(2 IS) 

3. RF and Structure Parameters 

Energy In an electromagnetic field delivered to some sort 
of structure is required to accelerate charged particles. The 
structure can be a metallic waveguide, such as the traditional 
disk-loaded accelerator structure, an open resonator, a wake-
field "transformer," or in a general sen^e even a plasma. Also 
required is a driver to convert power from the AC lint into the 
electromagnetic energy delivered to the structure. The driver 
can be a microwave tube, a laser, or a driving bunch as in the 
wake field accelerator. A conceptual diagram of a generalized 
driver and accelerating structure is shown in Fig. 5. 

••eM'ro'ee 
Beam 
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Fig. 5. Conceptual diagram of an accelerator. 
A figure of merit for the accelerating structure is the ef

ficiency with which it converts average input electromagnetic 
energy per unit length, u [ n , into average accelerating gradient 
C, The dimension of G*/v«n is that of an inverse capacitance, 
or elastanee, per unit length.* A figure of merit far the driver is 
the efficiency with which il converts wall plug energy Into elec
tromagnetic energy delivered to the structure. In this paper 
we foeus on the case of a conventional linac in which the driver 
is a microwave tube (plus pulse compression) and the structure 



is a conventional dtdE-loaded structure. The parameters qrj 
and * are, however, more generally useful for comparing the 
various exotic and conventional acceleration schemes that have 
been proposed for high energy colliders. 

Consider a SL»C-lype 2*/3-mode disk-loaded traveling 
waveatruetuM, As the heam aperture radius a is increased, we 
find that the group velocity v, increases approximately as a 1 ' 4 , 
and the elastance a & G'/u, where u is the stored energy per 
unit length, decreases. The unloaded Q, on the other hand, is 
Approximately independent of the beam aperture radius. Thus 

a/X «= 8.42 X 10"» \v,[mfpsy?lA 

{ n \ „ 13.24 [/(Ggs)P 
\pi-mj t +0.416 [^(m/ds))"/* 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

nil") 2Qo « 7.1 lf{GHz)}-3» . (3.3) 

The above relations are strictly valid only Tor constant imped
ance (constant beam Aperture) structures. For a constant gra
dient structure, in which the beam aperture decreases along the 
structure in order to maintain a constant accelerating field, the 
situation is more complex. However, if the attenuation param
eter (defhed by r = 7//To where Tj is the filing time) is not 
too large, then an effective group velocity 0, = L.jTj can be 
used in the above expressions to give approximate average val
ues for th? structure. The smallest beam aperture at the end 
of the structure will then be less than that given by Eq. (3.1) 
by a factor «-'''. 

Because of losses (and the spatial variation in the acceler
ating field in the case of a constant impedance structure), the 
effective stored energy in the structure at the end of the filling 
time is less than the input energy by the structure efficiency 
factor rja. For a constant gradient structure 

1 - *~'T , , 

Note .hat structure figure of Die til, as defined in Fig. 5, is 
i = erf,. The peak input power to the structure is now 

A = V.Ttt 
(3.5) 

RF pulse compression can be used to reduce the required peak 
power using the binary power multiplication (BPM) scheme of 
Z. D. Faxkas.10 The peak power gain for an n-stage BPM is 

M = 2"»fc , (3.e) 

where n c is the compression efficiency given by 

ifc = 2"" (l l + expt-ZaT,)] 

f l+expOioT/ ) ) . . . ll + expM-oT/ ) ] } . 

Here a is the delay line attenuation per unit time. If each RF 
source feeds JV̂  accelerating structures, then the peak source 
power will be 

- N.L.& „„. 

The average source power will be Tj, s= 2*T//,Pi, and the total 
AC "wall plug" power per Uuac of length L is 

(3,9) 

Here Nt — L/K,L, ia the total number of RF sources per linac, 
thl is the efficiency for ths conversion of wall plug power to BF 
power, ID = 1rfile is the overall driver efficiency and i = in, 
ia the net structure etastance. It is also useful to know the aver
age power dissipation per unit length of accelerating structure, 
given by (constant gradient case) 

I. 
W,C» (S.10) 

As a design example, consider two X-band linacs (/ = 
11.4 GHz) driven by microwave tubes, each with a peak out* 
put power of 150 MW and a pulse length of \Afis. Let each 
accelerating structure be 1.0 m in length* assume four stages of 
pulse compression, and let each KT source feed four accelerat
ing sections. ThuEthe S J ling time hTj = l.R its/16 = .112 *», 
and the other structure parameters given in Table III follow. 
IT the attenuation of the delay lines in the pulse camprcs* 
sion system is a = 0.10 nepers per microsecond (3 in ],D. 
overmoded copper pipe), then the compression efficiency is 
tic = 0.85, the peak power multiplication factor is M = 13.6, 
and the gradient G = 186 MV/m follows from Eq. (3.6). The 
energy of each linac is then 325 GeV. If we assume a repetition 
rate of 12G Hz and an efficiency fJt/ — 0,55 for conversion of 
AC power to RF power, then the total wall plug power for both 
linacs. is 50 MW. The RF source parameters are also eumma-
rized in Table 111. 

TABLE HX RF and Structure Parameters 
for a 325 + 325 GeV Linear Collider 

STRUCTURE PARAMETERS 
Length per Linac L 1.7S km 
Length Each Section Lt 1.0 m 
Frequency frj 11.4 Clii 
Filling Time Tf 112 DP 

Internal Time Constant To 184 S I 

Attenuation Parameter T 0.61 
Average Group Velocity Gj 8.9 m/iu 
Bt/c 0.029S 
Struclure Efficiency i^ 0.58 
Internal Elastance a 1050 V/pC-m 
Effective Elastance S 610 V/pC-m 
Disk Hole Radius a 3.82 nm 

RF SOURCE PARAMETERS 
Source Spacing JV,1,# 4.0 m 
Total Number of Sources 438 ,'lilK 
Peak Source Power ,r\ 150 MW 
Pulse Length Tk 1.8 «• 
Repetition Rate fr 130 Hi 
Average Source Power P* 32 kW 
Pulse Compression Efficiency ift 0.85 
Structure Average Power Dissipation 4.8 *W/m 
Assumed RF efficiency i| c 0.55 
Wall Plug Power F „ 25 MW/Usai 
Net Driver Efficiency IJQ 0.47 

file:///pi-mj
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4. Beam-Structure Parameter! o. A 345 GeV Collider Example 

Several important collider parameters depend upon the in
teraction between tie beam and the accelerating atmctore-
The single bunch efficiency » t , is important because it is a 
rough measure of the energy spread within the bunch produced 
by longitudinal wake fields. Abo, the buncb-lo-bunch energy 
droop between bunches in a bunch train is &E/E « JIJJ. 
The single bunch efficiency is 

tnO eSt 

. , a „ M - s fitf(10"')«(10"V/C.in)l ( < ° 
m l * * n [' G(MV/m) J ' 

The single bunch energy Bpread can only be obtained exactly 
by a calculation using the longitudinal delta-function wake 
potential for the accelerating structure in question, as is ex
plained ID Etef. 11. For a short bunch sitting on the crest of 
the accelerating wave, the energy spread is given roughly by 
(AE/£)it •> $H(c,)nii where B is an enhancement factor tak
ing into account the effect of higher-order longitudinal Liodes 
(see Ref. 11). For example, B = 3 for a 1 nun bunch in the 
SLAC structure. However, this energy spread can be redured 
by adjusting the relative phase of the bunch with respect to the 
crest of the accelerating wave, such that the slope of the EF 
wave tends to compensate f c the slope of the wake potential 
within the bunch. In this way the energy spread car. be re

duced by at least a factor of 3. A conservative estimate is then 
<AE/EU < 1»/2-

In order to obtain a hinh luminosity with a reasonable rep
etition rate and number of particles per bunch, a very small 
transverse enittance will be required. Slgnifcail growth in 
err :iuance as the bunch travels through the linac can lead to 
an unacceptable degradation in luminosity. A number of effects 
cart produce such an emitlance growth, but there is space here 
to focus on just one representative effect. The quadrupoles in 
the focusing lattice of the l:nac will jitter randomly in trans-
vei 55 position due to high frequency components in ground mo-
tioi arising from both r. ttural and man-made causes. The ex
cursions olf-axisbytheh'ad of the bunch will produce a trans
verse wake which wiggles the tail of the bunch. The growth in 
t.-ansverse beam sice Is given by 1 2 

Here W± is the transverse wake potential in cgs units (cm - 3 ) , 
dtmt is the rnu jitter amplitude, and sy is the bi'nch size 
at the end of the Ilnac. For short bunches the transverse 
wake can be estimated from W± = 2crVV/_, where W[ is the 
slope or the delta function transverse wake potential. For the 
SLAC structure (A = 10.5 cm, a = 1.165 cm), this slope is 
W[ = 2.1 e m - 4 and scales as 

wi-swr** . (4.3) 
The emttance growth due to magnet jitter can be reduced 

substantially by introducing an energy spread between the 
head and the tail of the bunch (Landau damping)19. How
ever, Eq. (4.2) provides a measure of the severity of transverse 
wake field effects and is useful for scaling. 

Although it may seem like the backward way to do it, the 
BF parameters tor our example collider wen calculated Erst in 
Sec. 3 before the beam-beam parameters were considered. The 
RF frequency was chosen a priori, and the peak source power 
and pulse length were chosen to give the gradient necessary to 
reach 300* GeV in a Enac l.TS km in length. The repetition 
rate was fixed at 120 Hz to give a reasonable AC wall plug 
power. The energy and repetition rate, together with a lumi
nosity per bunch of lO^/cm'/sec and a beamstrahlung param
eter t = 0.3, fix T = 0.16 and a, • 0.6 mm from Eqs. (2.12} 
and (2.13). The logical next step would be to fix «j at a reason
able value of 1-2%, determine JV through Eq. (4.1) and then 
A and hence (a from Eq- (2.14). Wo Instead fix t . at J x Mr» 
m-rad (one-tenth the SLC damping ring omittance), choose ?' 
= 1 mm. End A 1 ' 3 = 0.07 «m and shew that N, D and i/t 
are reasonable. From Eq. (2.1S) and Fig. 2 we find D = 5.4, 
HD = 5-S. From Eq. (2.14) it fellows that N = 9.4 x Ifl», and 
from Eq. (4.1) n» = O.Bi.%. These results are summarised in 
Table IV. Following a simitar procedure for a fiat beam with 
R n 10, we obtain the results shown in the second row of 
Table IV. The last column gives Cir/W obtained from data 
in Ref. 7. 

Transverseemittance growth was checked by inserting these 
parameters in Eq. (47). The result is tiz/c/ K O.06 for the 
round beam case assuming dVm, v 10~3 Mm. The high gradient 
and larger than normal diss hole radius help to keep emittance 
growth tolerable. 

Table TV. Beam-Beam ParuDSters for Collider Example 

ft= 325 CeV u = 120 Hs C\ n 1 0 " / c m ! / i « 

» = 0.3 <•» = 3» 10-«m WW- = 0.07 pm 

R T Hi ffg fmnt D MD JV(io>«) fits*') 1»{W) •»/»• 
1 016 0.55 0.61 5.4 9.6 0,94 S9 0 84 0.14 
10 0.49 0 3 0 0.12 2.9 2 4 1.43 60 1.3 0.18 

6. Some Conclusions 

For the next generation of linear collider (Ea > 30001'), 
there is an advantage in working at a higher gradien: than the 
SLC gradient of 20 MV/m in order to keep the Iota! length 
of accelerating structure within reasonable bounds- In the 
preceding sections we have developed the design of a collider 
with a gradient on the order of 200 MV/m using conventional 
RF technology at 11 GHz (although some might argue that 
X-band mkrow^ve tubes delivering ISO MW are far from 
conventional). The flame technology could be extended to 
build a 1 TeV collider with a luminosity of lCruem~3srr~>, 
with a wall plug power on the order of 100 MW, if we can 
learn how to collide a train of 10 or 20 bunches spaced sev
eral nanoseconds apart. In the case of a 5 TeV collider, the 
machine becomes uncomfortably long even with a gradient of 
300 MV/m (see Table I), and the wall plug power would ap
proach the flW range. A higher RF frequency with a noncon-
ventional RF powersource (e.g., two beam accelerator) may be 
required, or perhaps such a machine will be based on a com
pletely different acceleration technology derived from one of 
the many exotic concepts that have been proposed.M 
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